Twitter CEO’s account hacked

"Racist, Obscene Tweets"

Incident raises questions about vulnerability of high-profile accounts

"Jack Dorsey, Twitter CEO and co-founder of the company’s account was hacked Friday, demonstrating the potential vulnerabilities even of the most high-profile social-media figures,

"Dorsey’s account is hacked, tweets were negative, and feelings about the person who posted self-images were linked to their sexual behavior, but it is not possible," said another of the tweets. The researchers say that, in a handful of genes clearly connect to sexual orientation, a large new study supports the idea that people who posted more “porn”-like images were more likely to be diagnosed with a phobia or anxiety disorder.

The study was conducted by researchers and published in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, a top-tier journal.

The researchers analyzed data from more than 15,000 Twitter users, focusing on those who had posted at least one sexual image. They found that, on average, users who posted more sexual images were more likely to have a phobia or anxiety disorder.

The study is the first to explore the link between genetics and sexual orientation, and the researchers say that it provides strong evidence that genes play a role in shaping sexuality.

"We found that, on average, users who posted more sexual images were more likely to have a phobia or anxiety disorder," said lead author Andrea Ganna, an instructor at Massachusetts General Hospital. "This is the first study to explore the link between genetics and sexual orientation, and the results provide strong evidence that genes play a role in shaping sexuality."